Concerns over the validity of expressions derived by Montagner et al. (2000; referred to as MGL00) that link SKS splitting measurements to the variation with depth of anisotropic parameters in the upper mantle have been recently expressed (Silver and Long, 2011; referred to as SL11), pointing out that the long period approximations applied by these authors may not be valid for the frequency range commonly used in SKS studies, and in particular, that the anisotropy splitting parameters should depend on the order in which different anisotropy layers are arranged with depth. We show that measurements of splitting time δt and fast axis direction ψ performed at individual azimuths do depend on the order of layering; however, the expressions of MGL00 concern station averaged quantities that do not depend on the order of layers. It is therefore correct to use these expressions in joint inversions of surface waveforms and SKS station averaged splitting measurements. On the other hand, the depth-dependent sensitivity of surface waveforms naturally provides constraints on the order of layering.
Summary
Concerns over the validity of expressions derived by Montagner et al. (2000;  referred to as MGL00) that link SKS splitting measurements to the variation with depth of anisotropic parameters in the upper mantle have been recently expressed (Silver and Long, 2011; referred to as SL11), pointing out that the long period approximations applied by these authors may not be valid for the frequency range commonly used in SKS studies, and in particular, that the anisotropy splitting parameters should depend on the order in which different anisotropy layers are arranged with depth. We show that measurements of splitting time δt and fast axis direction ψ performed at individual azimuths do depend on the order of layering; however, the expressions of MGL00 concern station averaged quantities that do not depend on the order of layers. It is therefore correct to use these expressions in joint inversions of surface waveforms and SKS station averaged splitting measurements. On the other hand, the depth-dependent sensitivity of surface waveforms naturally provides constraints on the order of layering.
We extend the expressions of MGL00 to the case of a tilted axis of symmetry and non vertical incident waves, and show that station averaged estimates of "effective" splitting parameters: splitting time, fast axis direction and tilt of the fast axis, can be related to the integral with depth of quantities which now depend not only on the local splitting time and fast axis direction, but also on the local tilt of the fast axis, thus also providing constraints also on the variation of the tilt with depth. Thus, combining body wave and surface wave observations also has the potential for constraining the variation with depth of the tilt of the fast axis of anisotropy, a geodynamically important parameter.
Two Layer Examples
We first consider a two layer case and show that the formalism of MGL00 can also lead to exactly the same derivation of azimuthal dependent individual SKS parameters as in (Silver and Savage, 1994) . Detailed derivation is seen in Romanowicz and Yuan (2011; referred to as RY11). Figure 2 .51 shows the two-layer anisotropic models and Figure 2 .52 shows synthetic splitting parameters δt and ψ computed using Equation 12 of RY11 and the approximated terms with 1st order and 2nd order of ωδt, where ω is the peak period of the SKS waveform and δt is the splitting time. Synthetic waveforms generated by the two-layer models (Figure 2 .52) are also measured for splitting parameters, which are also plotted for comparison. In all models, Equation 12 of RY11 gives the same azimuthal dependent variation of δt and ψ shown in SL11 (red), which is confirmed by individual event measurements of the synthetic waveforms (dashed black). Note the splitting parameters computed using expressions up to 2nd order terms (green) follow the back-azimuthal pattern, but blow up near the one-layer equivalent apparent "fast" (vertical gray line) and "slow" axis directions . Using the first terms only, Equation 12 of RY11, which is equivalent to Equations 21 and 22 in MGL00 in the two layer case, gives azimuthally invariant effective δt andψ (solid black), which are identical to the measured station averages (dashed blue). 
Harmonic Decomposition
Figure 2.52 also shows that individual splitting measurements tend to become singular near particular az-imuths ψ; therefore it is not wise to apply the long period approximation to Equation 12 in RY11. Neither MGL00 nor we use any azimuthally dependent individual event splitting data in the joint tomographic inversion. As shown in RY11, after extending to the case of multiple layers, the transverse component displacement at the top of the anisotropic model can be decomposed as u n T = Acos2ψ + Bsin2ψ + C, in which ψ is event backazimuth, A and B take the form of summation over layers of splitting time δt i and fast axis direction ψ i within each layer, and C is independent of the event back-azimuth ψ. Equating A and B to the one-layer effective splitting time δt and fast axis directionψ (Equations 16 to 18 of RY11): A = 0.5sin(2ψ)δtu R0 and B = 0.5cos(2ψ)δtu R0 , which eventually leads to the expression used in MGL00 and in our joint inversion (Eqn. 19 of RY11):
G and L are the anisotropic parameters of the model at depth (z) to be solved for. Noteworthy is that using tabulated values of the station averaged splitting time δt and fast axis directionψ avoids instability in the individual splitting measurements and yields a robust quantity which can also be obtained from measurements of the splitting intensity (Chevrot, 2000) when measurements in a wide enough back-azimuth range are available (Figure 2 .53). Note these quantities are independent of the order of layers; in the joint inversion the layering constraints come naturally from the surface waves, at least for the shallow upper mantle. ) and measured (symbols) splitting intensity for models A-D at 8 s period (top) and 16 s (bottom).
Dipping symmetry axis
The formalism of RY11 can also be generalized to the case of tilted fast symmetry axis (Equations 20-32 of RY11). After the same type of analysis as for the horizontal axis of symmetry, but with Θ and Φ for the tilt from the horizontal plane and azimuth from north, by defining x = cos(π − 2Θ), the tomographic system of equations can be written as:
Here also the one-layer effective splitting time δt, fast axis symmetry axisψ and the newly introduced apparent tilt Θ can be obtained from measurements and can be used to form the splitting intensity in the presence of a tilted symmetry axis (Equations 31 and 32 of RY11). Figure  2 .54 shows that the analytic prediction of the splitting intensity agrees with the measurements of the synthetic waveforms generated by the two-layer models very well.
To conclude, the results presented here provide a framework for the extension of the joint inversion of surface waveforms and SKS splitting data to constrain the tilt of the fast axis as a function of depth. splitting intensity for models at 8 s period (top) and 16 s (bottom). Note the break of 180
• symmetry by introducing Θ.
